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The Arizona “Private Affairs” Clause
The Arizona Constitution says that “No person
shall be disturbed in his private affairs, or his home
invaded, without authority of law.”1 This language
differs from that used in the federal Constitution or
other state constitutions. In fact, it’s only found in
one other constitution: that of Washington State,
from which it was copied. But while Washington
courts have developed a robust and effective body
of case law interpreting that state’s Private Affairs
Clause, Arizona courts have not done so.
On the contrary, despite repeatedly acknowledging that the Arizona Constitution can and should
protect a broader range of rights than the U.S.
Constitution, Arizona’s courts have largely failed to
give effect to that principle. They’ve claimed that
the Private Affairs Clause is “generally coextensive”
with the federal Fourth Amendment except in cases
“concerning officers’ warrantless physical entry into
a home,”2 despite the fact that the Clause refers
to both “private affairs” and, separately, the home.
They’ve also largely neglected the historical and
linguistic differences between this Clause and the
Fourth Amendment and relied on federal precedent

that interprets the term “reasonable,” which appears
in the Fourth Amendment but does not appear in
the Private Affairs Clause.
The result is an anomaly: Although Arizona courts
recognize that the state constitution is more protective than federal law—and although they consult
Washington State courts when interpreting other
provisions that were copied from that state’s constitution3—in practice they virtually never apply the
Private Affairs Clause as it was intended, or provide
Arizonans with the strong protections that the state
Constitution promises.

The Origins of the
“Private Affairs” Clause
Like much else in the Arizona Constitution, the
Private Affairs Clause was copied directly from the
Washington Constitution of 1889.4Although nearly
every state held a constitutional convention in the
years between 1875 and 1910, only Washington
and Arizona included a specific reference to “private affairs” in their constitutions. This makes them
unique because other state constitutions from that
era instead echoed the Fourth Amendment word
for word—prohibiting “unreasonable” searches
and requiring “warrants.” Washington and Arizona
remain unique to this day. Although several states
added protections for “privacy” to their constitutions in the 1970s, none used the term “private
affairs.”
What was the source of this different wording?
Delegates to the Washington Constitutional Convention considered adopting the text of the Fourth
Amendment, but rejected that idea in favor of the
Private Affairs Clause as a consequence of controversies going on at that time regarding the power of
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legislatures and courts to investigate and to regulate private behavior—in particular, the power to
force people to allow government inspection of
papers and records relating to financial transactions.5
From 1880 to 1910, legislatures, regulatory agencies, and courts engaged in unprecedented efforts
to investigate and publicize economic matters and
financial affairs that had previously been considered private. While “muckraking” journalists
sought to expose the sordid personal habits of
prominent public figures, government officials
ramped up their inquiries into alleged monopolies
(“trust busting”), labor disputes, price setting, and
product safety standards, often through hearings before public commissions. These inquiries
frequently involved demands for the production
of records that, in the eyes of business owners,
were simply not matters for public scrutiny. Some
viewed this unprecedented degree of publicity as
a blessing. But many judges and political leaders
thought such inquiries ran the risk of extreme
authoritarianism. They recognized the need for
constitutional protection against government
overreach.
In the 1881 case of Kilbourn v. Thompson, the
U.S. Supreme Court found that Congress’s subpoena power did not allow it to “mak[e] inquiry
into the private affairs of the citizen,”6 and five
years later, in United States v. Boyd, it ruled that
a federal law enabling the government to force
people to allow inspection of “book[s], invoice[s]
or paper[s]” was also unconstitutional. Boyd, did
not involve “forcible entry into a man’s house,”
said the justices, but while the “forcible [or] compulsory extortion” of a person’s “private papers”
may not involve “the breaking of the doors, [or]
the rummaging of [the defendant’s] drawers,” it
was still a search—it constituted “the invasion of
[a person’s] indefeasible right of personal security,
personal liberty, and private property.”7

In response to these and other cases, Washington’s
framers hoped to provide stronger protections
against state-level investigation and regulation.
Fourth and Fifth Amendment guarantees had not
yet been applied to the states, and some prominent legal thinkers argued that Boyd and Kilbourn
were wrongly decided.8 Washington’s founders
therefore chose not to use what they viewed as
antiquated, inadequate Fourth Amendment
language. Instead, they fashioned a new clause
that would address both the traditional types of
searching and seizing and also the concerns raised
by the recent legislative and judicial inquiries
into private affairs. It was this language that the
authors of the Arizona Constitution chose to
employ.

Private Affairs at the
Turn of the 20th Century
From 1880 to 1910, Americans were growing
increasingly concerned about privacy. Thanks
to new technologies—including photography,
telephones, and recording devices—lawyers were
developing new legal theories to protect personal
information against public disclosure. The most
famous of these was Louis Brandeis and Samuel
Warren’s 1890 Harvard Law Review article, “The
Right to Privacy.” But while the authors of the
Washington and Arizona Constitutions may have
been aware of the Brandeis/Warren theory, it was
never mentioned in their debates. The authors
of the Washington and Arizona Constitutions
instead focused on matters relating to private
records and business affairs. In fact, they chose
not to use the contentious term “privacy,” instead
opting for the phrase “private affairs,” a term
understood to refer to not only to the rights of
personal intimacy we now think of as “privacy”
rights, but also to such traditional legal rights as
property, contract, and religious freedom.9
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During this period, discussions over the meaning
of “private affairs” occurred most often in the
context of debates over government’s investigation
and regulation of the marketplace. Not only did
Kilbourn and Boyd express Fourth Amendment
concerns about government demands for private
records, but in 1887, Supreme Court Justice Stephen Field, a champion of free enterprise, relied
on those cases when he declared that “of all the
rights of the citizen, few are of greater importance
or more essential to his peace and happiness than
the right of personal security, and that involves,
not merely protection of his person from assault,
but exemption of his private affairs, books, and
papers from the inspection and scrutiny of others.”10
Seven years later, the Supreme Court held that
the Interstate Commerce Commission could not
force businesses to turn over financial records
because “neither branch of the legislative department, still less any merely administrative body,
established by Congress, possesses, or can be
invested with, a general power of making inquiry
into the private affairs of the citizen.”11 New York
District Attorney Charles Bostwick complained in
1899 that his state was foremost in the “hampering of corporations by inquiring into their private
affairs as they would hardly dare to inquire into
the private affairs of an individual and to satisfy
the public outcry against capital.”12
Arizonans were also deeply concerned about such
inquiries. During this period, the Arizona Republican repeatedly editorialized against legislative
investigations it believed were going too far. In
1912, it criticized one congressional committee
in these terms: “‘We’ll have no d— privacy here!’
This is the attitude of Congress, which is searching under the bed, jabbing holes in the wallpaper,
and probing the chair cushions in efforts to find
out what malignant forces are secretly preying on
the community.”13 In another article, it warned
that the committee was asking “questions which

“The Private Affairs
Clause was written not
to merely echo Fourth
Amendment protections,
but to provide Arizonans
with broader security.”
... are unnecessary, some of them unduly inquisitorial, laying bare the private business of banks’
patrons.”14 In still another article, it complained
of “wholesale attacks upon corporate credit and
private affairs…. Institutions as well as individuals have some rights to privacy and ill-considered
exposure may easily invite disaster and spread
unwarranted distrust among the ignorant.”15
Closely connected to these concerns about legislative investigations were concerns about government regulation and control in general—a matter
that grew in importance in light of Progressive
proposals for regulatory agencies and an income
tax that would affect economic matters once
regarded as private affairs. In fact, by the time the
Arizona Constitutional Convention convened,
the phrase “private affairs” had become something
of a catchphrase on the part of those who oppose
government intrusion and oversight of the contractual arrangements of private businesses.
In 1888, Secretary of State James G. Blaine
scandalized Progressives when he told an audience that trusts (i.e., alleged monopolies) were “a
private affair” in which the government had no
right to intervene.16 In their view, the trusts were
not private affairs, because of the effects they had
on the public. Twenty years later, Senator Albert
Beveridge saw the question of government oversight of “evil financial interests that are wickedly
profiting at the expense of the multitude” as
a “movement for righteousness,” and used the
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federal investigation of the beef industry as an
example: “The Beef Trust said...that what it did
was its own private affair, with which the public
or government had nothing to do. But the public
and the government had to have something to do
with it.”17
Only months before the Arizona Constitutional
Convention began its work, President William
Howard Taft warned an audience in Colorado that the proposed federal income tax would
necessarily lead to drastic government intrusions
into the personal affairs of citizens: “[T]he power
given to collectors of internal revenue and deputy
collectors to look into a man’s private affairs and
to compel him to produce his private papers in
order that his actual income may be ascertained”
would be “harassing” and “inquisitorial.”18 Many
in Arizona shared these concerns about government intervention in private matters.19
While the Arizona Constitution has often been
described as a Progressive document, its authors
actually took a moderate path. They sought to
balance a Progressive desire for regulation with
traditional constitutional protections for free
enterprise.20 This is not surprising; written at the
height of the so-called “Lochner era,” the Arizona
Private Affairs Clause reflects the authors’ understanding of the prevailing legal doctrine of the
time: Economic transactions were presumptively
private matters except where they affected the
public so significantly as to warrant government
intervention.21

The Debate over the
Corporation Commission
The finished Arizona Constitution devoted whole
articles to the regulation of corporations22 and to
labor relations,23 but did so expressly rather than
leaving regulatory authority to judicial inference.
The Constitution prohibited child labor, created a
worker compensation system, and forbade certain

forms of immigrant labor, but stopped short of
setting an eight-hour work day for private businesses. It applied that requirement only to public
employees and businesses working on public
contracts.24
Even more noteworthy was the balance the Constitution’s authors struck when creating the state’s
Corporation Commission. Delegates rejected a
proposal that would have allowed the Commission to exercise “general supervision of all private
corporations doing business in this state.”25 Insofar as this related to public service corporations,
said Delegate Andrew Lynch, it was “all right,”
but “if you stop and think, there are hundreds of
little corporations, some doing a mercantile business or cattle companies,” and they were “engaged
in private pursuits” that the government should
not be overseeing. “If you went into a partnership,” he said,
what would you say when a state
board came to investigate your
partnership concern, that is, your
particular private business. That is
exactly what they could do under
this proposition, and I do not believe
the members really mean that this
corporation commission shall have
charge of all private corporations.
The intent certainly must be these
public service corporations in which
the public is interested.
When advocates of the proposal resisted, Lynch
doubled down: “The business of a private corporation is not a matter of public concern.” While
the state should oversee public service corporations, it should not intrude into private businesses. “There is not a member on this floor but has
some little private business concern. ... As the
public, you have nothing to do with those things;
it is none of your business. I want to impress
upon you again that this is not a public matter....
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Why would we expend money as the public to
investigate private affairs?”

already and triumphed statewide in 1914 with an
amendment to the new state’s Constitution.

After further debate, the delegates chose to strike
out the entire proposal.26 They replaced it with
wording that allows the Commission to inspect
the “books, papers, business, methods, and affairs” of corporations that sell stock to the public,
and of public service corporations, but not privately held corporations.27 At the same time, they
drafted what became Article XIV of the Constitution, which requires that the “records, books, and
files” of all “building and loan associations, trust,
insurance, and guaranty companies” be open “at
all times” to the “full visitorial and inquisitorial
powers of the State, notwithstanding the immunities and privileges secured in the Declaration of
Rights of this Constitution.”28 This italicized phrase
points to the Private Affairs guarantee—indicating that the delegates understood that that Clause
would bar public inspections of such records
without such an explicit exception.

Opponents viewed Prohibition as an assault on
a person’s private affairs.32 And the individual’s
right to take intoxicants in his home was widely regarded as within the scope of his private
affairs. For instance, a federal court in Oregon
ruled in 1886 that a Portland ordinance against
opium dens did not authorize the prosecution of
a person who smoked opium in his own home.
The government could “punish opium or tobacco smoking or whisky drinking on the street, or
other public place,” but to intrude into the home
was something the court could not allow.34

Intimacy and Personal Rights
While government investigation and oversight
of business affairs was the primary consideration
in formulating the Private Affairs Clause, other
factors also played a role. Progressives sought not
only to regulate businesses but also to regulate
personal moral behavior—forbidding divorce,
adultery, prostitution, and, of course, alcohol.29
The protection for intimacy rights that are today
viewed as basic constitutional “privacy” actually
originated in legal controversies over economic
liberty,30 and questions over what would today
be considered personal freedoms were typically
debated in their economic aspects during this
period. Rights of sexual autonomy were rarely addressed publicly,31 and they were never debated at
the Arizona Constitutional Convention. Instead,
the primary focus of personal privacy debates
during this period was over the prohibition of alcohol, a movement that had gone on for decades

The authors of the Arizona Constitution, concerned to avoid a controversy that might delay
statehood,33 chose not to take any position on
Prohibition but instead left that to be resolved
by the initiative and referendum process.35 And
when the campaign to amend the Constitution to
prohibit alcohol began two years after statehood,
Prohibitionists sought to defuse the criticism
that they were seeking unprecedented intrusion
into private matters by phrasing their proposal as
forbidding the manufacture and sale of liquor not
its possession and use. “This omission,” writes one
historian, enabled Prohibitionists “to claim plausibly that the law aimed to extinguish the liquor
trade but not a citizen’s right to consume his or
her tipples of choice at home.”36
Debates over the Prohibition Amendment made
no reference to the Private Affairs Clause, not
only because as a constitutional amendment it
would necessarily supersede the Clause, but also
because, in theory, prohibition did not intrude
into private affairs or forbid private conduct; it
only prohibited the importation and sale of liquor
in public. In 1916, the Arizona Supreme Court
indeed ruled that that the Prohibition Amendment did not forbid people from possessing or
drinking alcohol in private.37
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Yet anti-Prohibitionists’ fears of the impact it
would have on privacy soon proved well-founded.
A follow-up initiative in 1916 forbade possession
of liquor, as well—but even here, enforcement
foundered on Arizonans’ hostility to the notion of
police searches. One proposal that would have

eral law.43 In fact, even in State v. Bolt, the 1984
case that acknowledged that the state Private
Affairs Clause provides greater protections than
the Fourth Amendment, the Arizona Supreme
Court refused to endorse the rule as a matter of
state law.44

allowed warrantless home searches proved wildly
unpopular. Dubbed “the search and seizure act” in
the press,38 it was defeated overwhelmingly in the
legislature after one senator labeled it “the ravings
of a prohibition maniac.”39 New legislation was
later passed that lacked the provisions that would
have authorized warrantless searches.

The Private Affairs Clause
Contrasted with the
Fourth Amendment

Still, the Prohibition era did witness “a proliferation of search and seizure law” simply “because there was a proliferation of searches and
seizures.”40 One Oklahoma court complained
in 1923 of the “insidious encroachments upon
the liberty and private affairs of the individual
by boards, commissions, examiners, detectives,
inspectors, and other agents of the state and
municipalities”—encroachments that had become so prevalent that “self-respecting citizens,
in urban communities especially, do not know in
the course of a day how many rules or regulations
they have violated.” It warned that “if these government agencies…are encouraged or condoned
by the courts in their invasion of the privacy of
homes, offices and places of business, forcibly and
without invitation,” they would “make our vaunted freedom a mere pretense.”41

To summarize, “private affairs” was a contested
category in the period between the 1880s and
1910s, just as it is now. As in our own day, the
phrase seems insusceptible of a simple definition;45 it meant “not public.”46 But during this
period, the term did at least cover (a) the traditional security for personal affairs afforded by
longstanding property and contract law, guarantees of religious freedom, and similar matters; (b)
protections against intrusive governmental investigation powers, such as legislative subpoenas and
the abuse of discovery in litigation; and possibly
(c) the relatively new Brandeis/Warren concept of
privacy, involving unwanted publicity and other
privacy torts. One thing is clear: The Private Affairs Clause, by reference to both “private affairs”
and also “home[s],” intended to cover two different things. In addition to home protection, it was
designed to protect private personal information
against unjustified government investigation and
surveillance.

Not long after nationwide Prohibition went into
effect, Washington State courts reacted to the
government’s increasingly invasive surveillance
practices by taking the first steps toward adopting
a more protective interpretation of that state’s Private Affairs Clause: it adopted the “exclusionary
rule” as a matter of state law, long before federal
courts did the same.42 Arizona courts, however,
did not get around to discussing the exclusionary
rule until 1963, and then only as a matter of fed-

The Fourth Amendment, by contrast, is longer and uses narrower wording than the Private
Affairs Clause. It applies to “persons, houses,
papers, and effects,” and only forbids “unreasonable” searches and seizures. The most important cases interpreting the Fourth Amendment,
therefore, have turned on whether or not a search
was “reasonable” and on whether certain types of
government-issued search authorizations, such
as administrative subpoenas, satisfy the warrant
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requirement.47 Given that the Private Affairs
Clause does not use the word “reasonable,” but
allows only searches that are authorized by law,
and makes no reference to warrants, these Fourth
Amendment precedents are simply not applicable.
The Clause forbids any search that lacks legal
authorization, even if that search is “reasonable.”
This is important because nothing that is unreasonable can be lawfully authorized,48 whereas
something can be reasonable, but still not legally
permitted. That means an act that is reasonable
but unauthorized—such as good faith reliance
on an invalid warrant—can satisfy the federal
Fourth Amendment, but not the Private Affairs
Clause, which focuses on lawfulness instead of
reasonableness. As for the phrase “without lawful
authority,” it is best interpreted as referring either
to a valid warrant or to statutory or common law
principles authorizing an invasion—as opposed
to government officials engaging in freewheeling
investigations or general inquiries.49 It should also
be understood in light of the principles of due
process of law—what is today called “substantive
due process”—which prevailed at the time the
Clause was written.50

Most importantly, the “lawful authority” requirement provides an express judicial check on intrusions into private affairs.51 This language resists
any interpretation that aims at “judicial restraint.”
Instead, like many other provisions of the Arizona
Constitution, it was written in anticipation of an
engaged judiciary that will ensure that intrusions
into private affairs are not only reasonable, but
also authorized by principles of law.

How Washington Courts
Have Interpreted the
Private Affairs Clause
Because the Private Affairs Clause uses wholly
different wording from the Fourth Amendment,
it is illogical for state courts to rely on Fourth
Amendment precedents to apply the Private
Affairs Clause. The Washington Supreme Court
acknowledged this in State v. Gunwall,52 when it
explained why the Private Affairs Clause should
be read as protecting a broader set of rights than
does the federal Constitution.
It makes sense that Washington’s highest court
chose to interpret its constitution differently from
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the way federal judges have interpreted the U.S.
Constitution. Given their place in the federalist
system, state courts should presume against following federal jurisprudence unless good reason
exists to do so. The U.S. Constitution is simply
a different animal than a state constitution. It is
a grant of limited, enumerated powers—powers that are “few and defined.” It was written to
accommodate existing state practices and to allow
states to govern “all the objects which, in the ordinary course of affairs, concern the lives, liberties,
and properties of the people; and the internal order, improvement, and prosperity of the State.”53
The federal Constitution limits legislative powers
to those specified, and sharply restricts federal
court jurisdiction. State constitutions, by contrast,
are more malleable and address a far wider range
of topics. They impose fewer limits on legislative
authority or the jurisdiction of courts, and they
are easier to amend, in the event that state courts
make a wrong decision. State courts should therefore prioritize their state constitutions and address
questions of federal law only when necessary.

from strong Fourth Amendment protections, the
state Supreme Court began in State v. Simpson
by holding that a defendant who for technical
reasons could not make a Fourth Amendment
argument about the search of a stolen car could
make that argument under the Private Affairs
Clause.57 The difference in the two guarantees,
said the court, “naturally does not permit” judges
to interpret them as though they are identical.58
Four years later, in State v. Myrick, a case about
whether aerial surveillance of an open field was a
search, the court explained the difference between
the Fourth Amendment and the Private Affairs
Clause:
To determine whether a search necessitating a warrant has taken place
under [the Fourth Amendment], the
inquiry is whether the defendant
possessed a “reasonable expectation
of privacy.” In contrast, due to the
explicit language of…the [Private
Affairs Clause] the relevant inquiry
…is whether the state unreasonably intruded into the defendant’s
“private affairs…” [This] analysis
encompasses those legitimate privacy
expectations protected by the Fourth
Amendment; but is not confined to
the subjective privacy expectations
of modern citizens who, due to well
publicized advances in surveillance
technology, are learning to expect
diminished privacy in many aspects
of their lives…Rather, it focuses on
those privacy interests which citizens
of this state have held, and should
be entitled to hold, safe from governmental trespass absent a warrant.59

That wasn’t how Washington courts approached
the matter, at first. The earliest state cases interpreting the Clause began by ignoring the
differences in wording, and asserting that “these
guaranties are in substance the same in both.” For
years, Washington courts followed the decisions
of federal courts in Fourth Amendment cases, and
although they acknowledged that the “guarantees
as expressed in the federal Constitution” might
not be “controlling … under our state laws,”54
they issued no decisions diverging from federal
precedent in any significant way. The only exception was the 1922 case in which the state adopted
the exclusionary rule, four decades before federal
courts did so.55
Then, in 1980, Washington courts began the
process of interpreting the Private Affairs Clause
as broader than the Fourth Amendment.56 Concerned at the federal judiciary’s apparent retreat

Myrick refused to adopt the federal Supreme
Court’s analysis in Oliver v. United States,60 which
also concerned aerial surveillance, because that de-
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cision focused on the question of whether the defendant’s open field “could not be classified as an
‘effect’” under the Fourth Amendment—whereas
the Private Affairs Clause does not use the word
“effects.” It uses the term “private affairs.” That,
the court said, “precludes” state courts from relying on Oliver.61 Since then, Washington courts
have made clear that—for the same reason—cases
involving the Private Affairs Clause do not turn
on whether or not a search was “reasonable.”62
In fact, Washington courts have fashioned a
robust Private Affairs jurisprudence. This body of
precedent is superior to federal Fourth Amendment precedent in many ways, especially due to
its greater objectivity. Where federal courts ask
first whether or not the person had a reasonable
expectation of privacy—a question that is overly
subjective and changes over time with changes
in social attitudes toward privacy—Washington
courts ask whether the privacy interest in question
is one the state’s citizens have historically held,
and are rightly entitled to hold, secure from unauthorized intrusion. This means courts examine the
protections that have been traditionally afforded
to the activity in question, and the nature and extent of information that the government obtained
seized or that it could have obtained by the surveillance method in question.
Thus, for example, when police officers read a
suspect’s text messages on his smartphone without
a warrant, Washington courts found their actions
unconstitutional, because text messages are a private affair: “[T]o determine whether governmental conduct intrudes on a private affair,” the court
explained, “we look at the ‘nature and extent of
the information which may be obtained as a result
of the government conduct’ and at the historical
treatment of the interest asserted…. Text messages can encompass the same intimate subjects
as phone calls, sealed letters, and other traditional
forms of communication that have historically

been strongly protected under Washington law
...Technological advancements do not extinguish
privacy interests that Washington citizens are entitled to hold.”63 Using the same reasoning, Washington courts have concluded that the Clause bars
warrantless searches of private bank records,64
or the contents of trash bags set by the curb,65
or the obtaining of phone numbers a person has
dialed,66 none of which are covered by the Fourth
Amendment’s more subjective reasonable-expectation-of-privacy inquiry.67
Along with their stricter application of the phrase
“private affairs,” Washington courts have also
applied the phrase “lawful authority” with greater precision, by refusing to adopt exceptions to
the warrant requirement that federal courts have
created over the past century. Because most such
exceptions depend on interpretations of “reasonableness,” they do not apply under the Private
Affairs Clause.
Thus, for example, Washington courts apply a
much more limited version of the “good faith”
exception to the warrant requirement. Under federal law, this exception allows the use of evidence
that was obtained unlawfully if the police officer
believed at the time that his or her actions were
proper. But because the Private Affairs Clause
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prohibits unlawful searches even if they might be
considered reasonable, Washington state courts
forbid such evidence regardless of the officers’
good faith. Where federal law “depends upon a
consideration of the reasonableness of an arresting
officer’s beliefs,” the Washington courts have said,
“the paramount concern of our state’s [constitution] is protecting an individual’s right of privacy…. We do not ask whether the officer’s belief
that the [search] was justified was objectively
reasonable, but simply whether the officer had the
requisite ‘authority of law.’”68 Washington courts
have also refused to create exceptions for mandatory traffic checkpoints,69 or searching the trunk
of a car during an inventory search,70 or for laws
under which administrative agencies can demand
information without reason to believe a crime has
occurred.71

How Arizona Courts
Have Interpreted the
Private Affairs Clause
Arizona’s development of the Private Affairs
Clause has been quite different. During Prohibition, the state Supreme Court ruled in Malmin
v. State that police officers did not violate the law
when they searched a car without a warrant.72 It
did so by relying on federal Fourth Amendment
precedent. “Although different in its language,”
the court said, the Private Affairs Clause “is of
the same general effect and purpose as the Fourth
Amendment, and for that reason, decisions on
the right of search under the latter are well in
point.”73 It then adopted a brand-new exception
to the warrant requirement—one established
by the U.S. Supreme Court in Carroll v. United
States, which allows officers to search cars without
warrants.74
This was problematic, first because the Arizona Constitution was written after the advent of
the automobile75 and before the creation of the

automobile exception—which means it is unlikely that those who wrote and ratified the Arizona
Constitution expected automobiles would fall
outside the warrant requirement76—and second,
because Carroll depended entirely on considerations of “reasonableness” that are unique to
federal law.
In Carroll, the Supreme Court placed great weight
on the idea that the “Fourth Amendment is to
be construed in the light of what was deemed
an unreasonable search and seizure when it was
adopted,”77 and pointed to federal laws from
1789 and 1815 that allowed naval officers to
search boats without warrants. These cases, said
the Court, proved that “contemporaneously with
the adoption of the Fourth Amendment” the law
recognized “a difference…as to the necessity for
a search warrant” with regard to contraband in
“a movable vessel.”78 And that showed that the
Fourth Amendment had always been understood
“as recognizing a necessary difference between a
search of a…structure…and a search of a ship,
motor boat, wagon, or automobile … where it is
not practicable to secure a warrant.”79
None of these considerations, however, can apply
under the Arizona Constitution, which makes
no reference to “reasonableness,” and where
there is, obviously, no Navy! Malmin represents a
complete abdication of judicial responsibility to
enforce the Arizona Constitution as written.
Not until the 1980s did Arizona courts resolve
a case expressly in reliance on the state Constitution, as opposed to the Fourth Amendment.
In State v. Bolt,80 police officers were surveilling
the house of a suspected drug dealer. While some
of the officers were preparing the affidavit to
obtain a search warrant, the suspect drove away
in a pickup truck. Officers stopped him, then
“‘secured’ the house and its occupants” until the
warrant was obtained, whereupon the search was
conducted.81 The court found that this violated
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the Private Affairs Clause because “while Arizona’s
constitutional provisions generally were intended
to incorporate the federal protections, they are
specific in preserving the sanctity of homes and in
creating a right of privacy,”82 and these provisions
forbid warrantless entries of the home absent
some urgent “necessity.”83
Two years later, in State v. Ault,84 the court again
held that officers violated the Private Affairs
Clause when they entered a suspect’s apartment
and searched it without a warrant, without his
permission, and without arresting him.85 Because
the Arizona Constitution is “even more explicit
than its federal counterpart” with regard to the
security of the home, the court ruled the search
invalid “as a matter of Arizona law.”86 The court
emphasized that the decision was based on its
interpretation of the state constitution’s specific
reference to homes, and that it “strongly adhere[s]
to the policy that unlawful entry into homes and
seizure of evidence cannot be tolerated.”87
Since then, however, Arizona courts have done
little to elaborate on the differences between the
state and federal constitutions. Most notably, they
have never applied the clause outside the search
and seizure context, with a single exception: In
Rasmussen v. Mitchell,88 the Arizona Supreme
Court relied in part on the Private Affairs Clause
to uphold the right to refuse medical treatment,
anticipating federal jurisprudence by several
years.89 “An individual’s right to chart his or her
own plan of medical treatment deserves as much,
if not more, constitutionally protected privacy
than does an individual’s home or automobile,” it
noted.90 But Arizona courts have otherwise never
acknowledged that the Private Affairs Clause
provides protection for rights other than freedom
from warrantless searches and seizures, and they
have never ventured any significant textual or
historical analysis of the Clause.91

Instead, they have largely parroted federal Fourth
Amendment precedent, and disregarded the
differences between the federal and state provisions. The Court of Appeals concluded in 2009
that there is “no authority” for concluding that
the Private Affairs Clause is “broader in scope
than the corresponding right to privacy in the
United States Constitution,” except for cases
involving home searches92—despite the fact
that the Clause refers expressly to both “private
affairs” and “homes.” Seven years later, in State
v. Peoples,93 the state Supreme Court ruled that
police acted unconstitutionally when they looked
at information on a suspect’s smartphone without first obtaining a warrant; it cited the Private
Affairs Clause for that holding—but once more
it treated the Clause as redundant of the Fourth
Amendment, which had already been interpreted
as requiring a warrant for cellphone searches.94
Thus even where criminal defendants do prevail
in Arizona Private Affairs Clause cases, courts
treat that Clause as paralleling the Fourth Amendment.95 Mostly, courts just say that “the federal
and state protections are coterminous except in
cases involving warrantless home entries,”96 even
though the historical record shows the opposite:
that it was designed specifically for instances
not involving home entries, such as government
demands for private records. The federal Fourth
Amendment is already at its most protective
with regard to private homes. The Private Affairs
Clause was written not to merely echo those protections, but to provide Arizonans with broader
security.

Today’s Demands for
Private Records
The anomalous state of Arizona’s Private Affairs
Clause jurisprudence is made clearest by comparing two cases: Washington’s State v. Miles,97 which
held that a statute allowing regulators to demand
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certain records violated that state’s Private Affairs
Clause, and Arizona’s Carrington v. Arizona Corporation Commission,98 which held the opposite.
Miles involved the subpoena power of Washington’s Department of Financial Institutions,
charged with regulating the sale of securities in
the state. The Department was statutorily authorized to investigate companies suspected of illegal
dealing in securities, and could subpoena business
records. During an investigation, it issued an administrative subpoena to a bank to obtain records
showing that the defendant, Miles, was dealing
illegally in securities.99 Miles argued that the
evidence was inadmissible because the law giving
the department its subpoena power violated the
Private Affairs Clause. The state supreme court
agreed.
Refusing to adopt “a pervasively regulated industry exception to the warrant requirement,”
it applied Washington’s two-step Private Affairs
Clause test. First, it found that “banking records
are within the constitutional protection of private affairs” because such records could reveal
“sensitive personal information,” including data
about a person’s purchases, political and religious
affiliations, travels, reading and television viewing
habits, and so forth. The court emphasized that
it was not the content of Miles’s own information that was determinative, but the information
that could potentially be disclosed by that type of
search. Second, it found that the statute allowing the issuance of administrative subpoenas
did not qualify as lawful authority, because such
subpoenas were issued by the agency itself, not
by a neutral magistrate. And the statute provided no evidentiary standard for the issuance of
subpoenas; they could be sent “for little or no
reason.” Finally, the statute made no provision for
pre-compliance review, such as a hearing to quash
such a subpoena in the event that it was wrongly
issued.100 Thus the subpoena was not an adequate

substitute for a warrant, and the search of Miles’s
records was unconstitutional.
Carrington ruled the opposite way. That case
involved an investigation by the Arizona Corporation Commission, which is charged with regulating the sales of securities. The Commission has
statutory subpoena power similar to that at issue
in Miles, and it issued a subpoena to a defendant
it suspected of unlawful activities. He sued, seeking to quash the subpoena—no pre-complance
review procedure is provided by statute—and
proved to the court that he was not engaged in
the sale of securities. Yet the court still upheld
the legality of the subpoena on the grounds that
the Commission was entitled to “‘investigate
merely on suspicion that the law is being violated,
or even just because it wants assurance that it is
not.’”101 Such a broad interpretation of the Commission’s mandate makes it hard to imagine what
demand of information could possibly be deemed
excessive. Under Carrington, Commission officials
can do just what the Miles court found unacceptable: issue administrative subpoenas with no

“For nearly a century now,
Arizona courts have failed
to apply the Private
Affairs Clause as written,
but have instead largely copied federal Fourth
Amendment precedent—
despite the fact that that
precedent is devoted to
interpreting entirely
different words.”
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evidentiary basis whatsoever and without any opportunity for pre-compliance review by a neutral
magistrate.102
While businesses are often the target of government records demands, individuals’ rights
to privacy are also increasingly threatened by
demands for the public disclosure of personal
information by donors to nonprofit groups. So
called “dark money” laws mandate that nonprofit organizations disclose the names, addresses,
and names of employers of donors—sometimes
of those who give as little as $100. These rules
have raised concerns on the grounds that they
lead to retaliation, intimidation, or even violence
against donors, and they have been the focus of
First Amendment litigation in state and federal
courts.103 But such mandates also appear to violate the Private Affairs Clause: They are efforts to
compel disclosure to the government of a donor’s
personal affairs in precisely the same manner as
the legislative investigations that gave rise to the
Clause in the first place. Such mandates compel
disclosure of private matters, not on the suspicion
of wrongdoing, but across the board, and not for
the determination of wrongdoing, but solely for
purposes of publicizing the information—at levels
that federal courts have said result in a “minimal,
if not non-existent” public benefit.104 While the
merits of these anti-privacy mandates are beyond
the scope of this paper, it is plain they threaten
the values protected by the Private Affairs Clause.

The Way Forward?
The Arizona Supreme Court has recognized that
“whenever a right that the Arizona Constitution
guarantees is in question,” state courts should
“first consult our constitution.”105 Yet for nearly a
century now, Arizona courts have failed to apply
the Private Affairs Clause as written, but have
instead largely copied federal Fourth Amendment
precedent—despite the fact that that precedent is
devoted to interpreting entirely different words.

Even more remarkably, Arizona courts have failed
to consult Washington State precedent which
does interpret the wording of the Private Affairs
Clause—even though the Arizona Clause was
expressly based on that of Washington. Arizona
courts routinely consult Washington precedent
when interpreting other Arizona provisions that
were copied from Washington, including the free
speech, eminent domain, and government immunity clauses. Yet they largely ignore Washington’s
Private Affairs Clause precedents—and have never
given a satisfactory explanation why.106
Washington courts have created a rational, workable, effective body of case law under the Private
Affairs Clause, that—without unduly hindering
police investigations—protects Washingtonians
against warrantless searches. The most laudable
aspect of this precedent is that it is objective, and
depends not on questions about shifting social
attitudes toward privacy, the way federal Fourth
Amendment precedent does, but on whether the
type of information the government has obtained
is a private affair. These cases have also refused to
create new exceptions that weaken and undermine the warrant requirement. Arizona courts
should consult these cases rather than continuing
to outsource their constitutional responsibilities
to federal courts.
Moreover, the historical record shows that the
Private Affairs Clause was not only intended to
prohibit warrantless searches or to protect homes,
but was intended to bar a wide variety of intrusions into private matters, and especially to forbid
the government from compelling the disclosure of
private financial information. Increasing demands
for the publicizing of personal data—most notably in the realm of “donor disclosure” mandates—
should therefore prompt a careful examination
and a vigilant application of the Private Affairs
Clause.
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